Working from Home

Year 3
Topic
English

Maths

Science

Geography

Art/DT

Activity Ideas
Make an acrostic poem based on the theme of Easter or Spring. Can you
make it rhyme?
Watch a video on deserts. Imagine that either you have become lost in
the desert OR you have gone treasure hunting in the desert. Now write an
adventure story, will you make it home? What will you discover?
Learn your spelling shed words for the week. A new PowerPoint will be
added each week on Monday and the Spelling Shed lists will be updated
each week. You parent/carer could test you each week but the most
important thing is to learn them.
Create 5 time word questions and try them out on a family member.
Challenge yourself and use as much time vocabulary as you can.
Draw 8 lines using a ruler stretching from any side of the page to another
eg vertical, horizontal and diagonal. You will see this has created some
really cool shapes! Create a key and colour the shapes. Explain how many
of each shape you found. Challenge: Try again using a new pattern or
more/ less lines.
Find out what the difference between 2D and 3D shapes is. Can you
create a comparison table discussing the different features of each? Can
you draw some examples of each and explain the differences? Can you
write a song about shapes?
Write a food diary lasting at least one week. Write down everything you
eat and drink. At the end of the week undertake some research. For
example, which day did you eat the most? Which day was healthiest?
Why?
Imagine Joe Wicks, the nation’s current PE co-ordinator, needs some
help! He has asked for a new fitness regime targeted especially at Year 3
children. Can you help him? Try and create a 5 min long exercise
programme. You could even add it to you tube!
Imagine you have a party to celebrate returning to school. You have a
budget of £20 and can invite 10 people, however it must be healthy.
Create some party invites then consider what to feed your guests. Can
you draw what each person gets? Think about what a healthy meal should
include. Think about your costs and budget.
Identify as many of the worlds deserts as you can. Consider colouring in a
world map and even adding a key. Draw the flags of the countries the
deserts are in and also identify their capital city. Which is the coolest/
strangest flag? Which city is the largest/ smallest?
Discover the following about deserts:
Which is the hottest one? Which country has the most? How much of the
world is covered in desert? What strange animals live there? What are
the positives and negatives of deserts?
Present this as a TV show narrator for a nature program.
Make a board game around the theme of Easter or create a pop up Easter
card. If you can, look online to find different ways of creating pop up
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parts or have a go and make up your own idea.
Think about dreams and their properties – what are they like? Good or
bad, strange, weird, mixed up, confusing, anything can happen, nothing is
impossible! Create a piece of art based on one of your dreams or make one
up. You could draw it, paint, or use paper to create a collage.
Choose a spot in your garden, draw the same scene but at 3 different
times of the day for the same length of time. What differences do you
notice? What changes are there in the colour and light and shade? *If
you don’t have a garden look out of the window or pick a spot inside*
Research Bob Marley. Try out any of the following: Listen to his music,
create a review, draw/ paint him, create a fact file on him, find out about
the genre reggae or write a reggae themed song.
Access ‘charanga’ music website- Don’t worry if you can’t. You will see the
next unit is about the song ‘Three little birds’ by Bob Marley. Try to learn
the song off by heart and possibly even record it.
Look into the history of Easter and particularly the egg. Consider: Why do
we call it ‘Good Friday’. Why do we have Easter eggs? Why do we have the
Easter Bunny? What is the Easter story? Task: Create your own range of
Easter eggs. You could even use real chocolate. Can you create a box for it
and a ‘marketing campaign’ eg a poster, a tv advert etc
Design a new game to play at home or in the garden. Explain the rules and
scoring using equipment around the house. Can you film/ photo it?
Research the names for fruits in Spanish. Make a poster or a game to help
you learn them.

Additional:
Times Table Rockstars
Spelling Shed
15 minutes of Reading every night

